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Robin Gibb - Rebecca
Tom: B

   Intro: (Gb Dbm )

(Gb )
In my mind, talk about Rebecca
Suddenly, so fine
In my mind, visions of Rebecca
Suddenly, she's mine
B           Gb4                     B
All night, seems she put a spell on me
    Gb4
Oh yeah
B          Gb4                   Gb7
All night, gonna be the death of me
I'll go out and get her
E
Rebecca, you're dreaming out loud
Dbm                                B
Rebecca, you got your head in the clouds
                             Dbm
You're saving yourself for someone
(Rebecca)

(Gb )
Hanging on tight, waiting for Rebecca
Dancing in the dark
Satin and lace, she's so fine in leather
Creature (creature) from the stars
B         Gb4                 B
So wrong, gonna meet Rebecca now
   Gb4
Oh yeah
B         Gb4                   Gb7
So wrong, gonna be the death of me
I'll go out and get her
E
Rebecca, you're dreaming out loud
Dbm                                B
Rebecca, you got your head in the clouds (all right)
                             Dbm
You're saving yourself for someone
(Rebecca)

E
Rebecca, you're running away
Dbm                       B
Rebecca, you can't face today (all right)
                              Dbm
'Cause you only live for the night

(Rebecca)
                         E   (Dbm )
You're always running around
Gb                       Dbm
Oh, talk about Rebecca's eyes
Gb                  Dbm
Everything you fantasize
Gb
Well, she'll drag you down to earth
She's the devil in disguise
                   Gb7
Break you down to size
E
Rebecca, you're dreaming out loud
Dbm                                B
Rebecca, you got your head in the clouds (all right)
                             Dbm
You're saving yourself for someone

(Rebecca)

Oh-oh-oh
E
Rebecca, you're running away
Dbm                       B
Rebecca, you can't face today (all right)
                              Dbm
'Cause you only live for the night
(Rebecca)

Oh-oh-oh
E
Rebecca, you're dreaming out loud
Dbm
Rebecca, you got your head in the clouds (all right)
                             Dbm
You're saving yourself for someone...
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